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INT
TRODUCTIO
ON
The
e investment lan
ndscape has be
ecome more co
omplicated lateely,
whe
ere asset owne
ers are faced with deciding bettween passive,
‘sm
mart beta’ (eithe
er single-factor or
o multi-factor), and fully activee
app
proaches, beforre selecting from
m a wide range
e of choices acrross
the
e industry. As investors engage
e in these decis
sions, we believve it is
imp
portant to unde
erstand the real drivers of activve manager
perrformance. We must determine
e whether or no
ot an active
ma
anager’s returnss come from ‘true skill’ and idio
osyncratic risk, or
whe
ether it can be more easily exp
plained by expo
osure to broad
ma
arket factors. Ma
an Numeric hass constructed a framework forr
ana
alyzing the perfo
ormance of acttive managers, which we belieeve
can
n help isolate re
eal alpha from fa
actor-based ex
xposures.

beta factors. These portfolios demoonstrate limited
d added value by
b
the active
a
manager, and could be eeasily replicated
d by ETFs. The
e
analyysis is slightly less clear cut in tthe other quadrants, but still
poten
ntially helpful. In
n the lower left, the manager has
h low alpha, but
b
perfo
ormance is not explained
e
by coommon factors
s – so performance
is being driven by so
omething otherr than market fo
orces, even if it is
w
out as planned.
p
Meanw
while, those in the upper right
not working
have high levels of pure
p
alpha, but this is explaine
ed predominanttly
by fa
actor exposures
s – leaving a poortfolio vulnerable to factor
volatility compared to
t the managerr in the top left. Overall, we
believve that this fram
mework providees a better startting point for
comp
paring active managers than ssimply calculatin
ng gross returns
minus benchmarks.

MA
AN NUMERIC’S FRAME
EWORK

INTE
ERCEPT VER
RSUS EXCE
ESS RETURN
N

Our framework co
onducts regresssion analysis on
n a portfolio’s acctive
urn against the market (beta), plus a number of smart beta
retu
facttors, including S
Size, Value, Mo
omentum and Quality.
Q
We calcculate
the
e exposure of a portfolio to eac
ch of these varia
ables, allowing us to
isollate pure alpha (the intercept in our equation)) – using the R-squ
uared of the reg
gression to show how much of
o a strategy’s reeturn
is attributable
a
to th
hese generic rissk premium ETF
Fs. Importantly ,
the
ese factor expossures are only known
k
ex-post, and we assum
me no
timing skill. The intteraction betwe
een the intercep
pt (alpha) and thhe Rsqu
uared has signifficant implicatio
ons, as illustrate
ed in Figure 1.

Another way our framework can heelp analyze managers is by
ng at the relatio
onship of the inttercept and the
e actual excess
lookin
return
n. This framewo
ork is laid out inn Figure 2. Idea
ally, investors in
active
e management would hope too see returns distributed along a
45 de
egree line, where actual reportted alpha equa
als the interceptt, or
true independent alp
pha. Managerss whose returns
s lie below the liine
are delivering
d
“alpha
a” that is actual ly driven by sm
mart beta factorss.
Thosse whose return
ns lie above thee line are in an unenviable
u
situattion, with positive alpha but reeturns lower or even negative
when
n measured by the traditional m
manager evalua
ation statistic:
portfo
olio return versu
us benchmark. In this area, as
sset owners can
poten
ntially find a dia
amond in the roough – managerrs with real skill but
who have suffered from (possibly ssensible) decisio
ons on style. In
ducting the analysis in Figure 22, it is importantt to know where
cond
zero is on the Y axis
s and focus on managers with
h positive
interc
cepts.
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Sou
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As this diagram sh
hows, the optim
mal strategy for investors payinng
fees for active management wou
uld be a large intercept with low
w Rsqu
uared, positione
ed in the upperr left-hand part of the diagram::
whe
ere the level of alpha is high, but
b generic facttor exposure is low.
On the other hand
d, we would arg
gue that investo
ors should bewaare of
who fall within the lower right-h
hand quadrant,,
active managers w
whe
ere alpha is low
w and portfolio returns
r
are drivven largely by sm
mart

Smart betaa aided
manager’ss ‘pure’ alpha

45°
Actual excess return

Sourc
ce: Man Numeric
c, 2017. For illusstrative purpose
es only.

INDIVIDUAL FACTORS – A CLOSER LOOK
While we believe that multivariate regressions can provide more
comprehensive insight, there are also times when zooming in on
individual factors can be helpful. We can apply our framework here,
as shown in Figure 3, where univariate analysis helps us determine
the US Large Cap Core group’s exposure to a Value factor.

Univariate regression VLUE
loading

Figure 3: US Large Cap Core – VLUE Loading
1.0

This chart shows a skew among managers in this universe towards
positive exposure to the Value factor. In this example, we can see
that managers in this space tend to be more Value-orientated,
which can help inform our analysis. Indeed, it can help us form
views on a manager’s exposure to factors over a given period (as
above), and we can also use univariate regressions to analyze the
consistency of a manager’s own exposure over time. Whether or
not a manager’s performance has been stable, we can look for
consistency in style – helping us separate the robust investment
philosophies from the rest.
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Source: eVestement; Man Numeric, 2017. For illustrative purposes
only.

Ultimately, Man Numeric’s framework for analyzing active managers
is designed to help investors decompose performance. By using
multivariate and univariate regression analysis, we believe it is
possible to isolate the contribution of idiosyncratic risks (‘pure’
alpha) from those of broader factor exposure. In a world where
asset owners are rightly focused on achieving value for money from
their investments, we believe that this lens of research can help
identify active managers with the potential to generate performance
from true skill, rather than riding the coattails of broader market
movement.
This article is based on proprietary research by Man Numeric,
published in a white paper for clients in May 2017. For a copy of
the full research paper, please contact your local Man Numeric
sales representative.
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only which should not be considered a recommendation for their purchase or sale. Neither the Company nor the authors shall be
liable to any person for any action taken on the basis of the information provided. Some statements contained in this material
concerning goals, strategies, outlook or other non-historical matters may be forward-looking statements and are based on current
indicators and expectations. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made, and the Company
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securities. This material is proprietary information of the Company and its affiliates and may not be reproduced or otherwise
disseminated in whole or in part without prior written consent from the Company. The Company believes the content to be accurate.
However accuracy is not warranted or guaranteed. The Company does not assume any liability in the case of incorrectly reported or
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The information in this material is for illustration and discussion purposes only. It is not intended to be, nor should it be construed or
used as, investment, tax or legal advice, any recommendation or opinion regarding the appropriateness or suitability of any
investment(s) or strategy/strategies, or an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, an interest in any security, including an
interest in any private funds or pools, or any other investment product(s), managed account(s) or other investment vehicle(s) (each, an
“Investment Product”) advised by Numeric or any of its affiliates..
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